Parenteral Nutrition (PN):
The Problem
¾
¾

The Results/Progress to Date:

In 2007, a hospitalist asks: “why can’t registered dietitians (RDs) write an
electronic PN order recommendation in POE for my patients? They are the
nutrition experts.”
PN recommendation process in 2007: RDs text page daily PN
recommendations to the Physicians. The MD then scrolls through the text
message, and enters PN order in POE (as only MDs can enter orders in POE).
This is time consuming, inefficient and error prone.
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Aim/Goal
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Implement a process so that 100% of all "PN recommendations" are entered in POE
by RDs which the MDs can then approve and order in POE.
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Lessons Learned
In-patient RD’s newly certified as
nutrition support dietitians/clinicians
(CNSD/CNSC)

The Interventions
¾
¾
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¾
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Nutrition surveyed area hospitals for RD role with PN orders; and reviewed
legal, regulatory and licensure issues.
BIDMC administration, nutrition, pharmacy, & physicians met to determine an
action plan.
Inpatient clinical applications user group project approved information systems
(IS) to design a queue for the RDs to enter PN recommendations in POE.
RD job description revised to require certification; scope of practice for
inpatient RDs approved by nutrition subcommittee and P&T committee.
Pilot initiated with hospitalists starting in 9/08 & data collected. Approved RDs
to enter PN recommendations for all of medicine in 3/09 and surgery in 6/09.
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PN orders are done in a more efficient and effective manner with improved
physician satisfaction.

¾

Nutrition and Pharmacy need to continue efforts of working together when PN
changes are needed.

Next Steps/What Should Happen Next
¾

Sustain the improvement achieved.

¾

Develop a more effective way to automatically track PN recommendations.
Currently we calculate using a manual process that may be showing less than
actual. (Actual percent of PN order recommendations is probably closer to
100%)
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